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Measuring local adaptation can provide insights into how coevolution occurs

between predators and prey. Specifically, theory predicts that local adaptation

in functionally matched traits of predators and prey will not be detected when

coevolution is governed by escalating arms races, whereas it will be present

when coevolution occurs through an alternate mechanism of phenotype match-

ing. Here, we analyse local adaptation in venom activity and prey resistance

across 12 populations of Northern Pacific rattlesnakes and California ground

squirrels, an interaction that has often been described as an arms race. Assays

of venom function and squirrel resistance show substantial geographical vari-

ation (influenced by site elevation) in both venom metalloproteinase activity

and resistance factor effectiveness. We demonstrate local adaptation in the

effectiveness of rattlesnake venom to overcoming present squirrel resistance,

suggesting that phenotype matching plays a role in the coevolution of

these molecular traits. Further, the predator was the locally adapted antago-

nist in this interaction, arguing that rattlesnakes are evolutionarily ahead

of their squirrel prey. Phenotype matching needs to be considered as an impor-

tant mechanism influencing coevolution between venomous animals and

resistant prey.
1. Background
The concept of an escalating ‘arms race’ has been repeatedly used to account for

the evolution of functionally paired sets of morphological, physiological and mol-

ecular traits between antagonistic species [1–4]. Yet, theoretical work indicates the

arms race concept is one of a number of possible mechanisms that can govern

coevolutionary dynamics between predators and their prey [5]. Therefore, a key

step in understanding how coevolution has shaped phenotypic variation in offen-

sive traits in predators and defensive traits in prey is assessing the importance of

each of these different mechanisms of coevolutionary interaction [6–8].

In an escalating arms race, the winner is determined by ‘phenotype differ-

ences’ between antagonists (i.e. which player is bigger, faster, stronger or

more toxic [9]). Arms race models can explain trait variation in a number of

predator–prey systems in nature: garter snakes have evolved higher resistance

to deadly tetrodotoxin when they encounter more toxic newt prey [2,4], and

arms races explain coevolution of morphological adaptations in camellia flowers

and weevils that eat them [10]. Yet direct assessments of the arms race are absent

in other systems where an arms race explanation has been widely suggested

(e.g. venomous animals and their prey; [11]) and theory suggests that alternate

explanations are possible [5,9].

The chief alternative to antagonistic arms races is the ‘phenotype matching’

model, where one coevolutionary participant benefits from a match to a second

participant’s phenotype, while this second participant benefits from a mismatch

[9]. Therefore, the degree of matching, and not the difference between trait

values, decides the fitness outcomes when two individuals meet. This definition
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of phenotype matching focuses on the degree of ‘fit’ between

specific offensive and defensive traits (e.g. [9]), and should be

distinguished from ‘trait matching’ at the population level,

where the population-mean trait values of two interacting

species are positively correlated (e.g. [3,4,12]). Systems where

phenotype matching mediates coevolution of traits include

egg mimicry and host recognition in avian brood parasites

and their hosts [13] and molecular recognition systems in

pathogens and their hosts [14].

Coevolutionary theory offers a clear prediction to test for a

role of phenotype matching in predator–prey coevolution:

local adaptation will be generated when phenotypic matching

influences the winner of a predator–prey interaction, whereas

it will not be observed when a phenotype differences mechan-

ism drives trait variation [9,15]. The basis of this prediction can

be illustrated by considering two hypothetical antagonists with

positively correlated values of a key trait among populations

that coevolve under an arms race (phenotype differences)

mechanism. The populations of predator and prey with the

highly exaggerated trait values (e.g. locations with the most

toxic venoms and most resistant prey) will always perform

better away from home when performance is compared in

sympatric and allopatric combinations of predator and prey,

whereas predator–prey populations with low trait values

will perform poorly away from home. As a result, the average

level of local adaptation across all populations will be zero. By

contrast, phenotype matching generates populations of preda-

tors and prey that occupy different fitness optima, and so local

adaptation will be common when comparing sympatric and

allopatric pairs of antagonists [9,15].

In venomous animals that feed on resistant prey, the arms

race dynamic has been repeatedly invoked to explain the high

levels of variation in offensive traits in predators (e.g. venom

composition) and defensive traits in prey (e.g. biochemical resist-

ance; [11,16]), while the role phenotype matching might play in

these systems remains to be investigated. Phenotype matching

can be identified through an analysis of local adaptation in pred-

ator venom and prey defences across populations where each

coexists. Such analyses are tractable for venomous snakes and

their prey through the use of well-developed in vitro tests that

assess venom functional activity and prey resistance [17,18].

These functional data can then be analysed using the statistical

approaches developed for assessing local adaptation in host–

parasite systems [19,20]. Because local adaptation measures

the net fit of genotype to environment at a metapopulation

level, it can also be used as a measure of the net outcome of

coevolutionary interactions, thus estimating the relative success

of each partner and revealing which species is evolutionarily

ahead in the interaction [19,21].

Here, we focus on the molecular traits that mediate inter-

actions between venomous Northern Pacific rattlesnakes

(Crotalus o. oreganus) and their main prey California ground

squirrels (Otospermophilus beecheyi). Multiple biological fea-

tures of this system argue that coevolutionary interactions

play a significant role in the evolution of offensive traits in

rattlesnakes and defensive traits in squirrels. Where they

coexist, O. beecheyi can comprise the majority of the diet

of this rattlesnake, and rattlesnakes are the main squirrel

predator [22]. Diverse anti-snake behaviours of the ground

squirrels [23–25] and behavioural responses by rattlesnakes

[26] suggest reciprocity in matched behavioural adaptations

of prey and predator. At the molecular level, ground squirrels

show counter-adaptations against envenomation through
serum-based resistance to the activity of snake venom metallo-

proteinases (SVMP), major constituents of pitviper venom that

break down connective tissue and facilitate the penetration of

other venom components to target tissues [16]. Although

both resistance factors in squirrels [16] and venom composition

in rattlesnakes [27] vary geographically, the extent to which

this variation is adaptive and the type of coevolutionary inter-

action generating it remain to be determined.

The proteins in ground squirrel serum inhibit SVMPs by

targeted binding to venom proteins and interactions between

these two types of proteins offers an in vitro system to study

the evolutionary mechanism driving interactions between

offensive and defensive traits at the molecular level [17]. Inhi-

bition can be measured by exposing venom to the serum of

ground squirrels, which contains the inhibitors. We measured

local adaptation in this predator–prey system by functional

comparisons of venom performance among sympatric and

allopatric combinations of rattlesnake venom and ground

squirrel serum. Our approach is to assume that coevolution

has influenced the evolutionary dynamics of venom and resist-

ance based on the biological features of the system and then to

use measures of local adaptation to infer the potential role

of phenotype matching as a driver of coevolution of venom

and resistance.
2. Material and methods
(a) Study sites and sample collection
We collected rattlesnake venom and ground squirrel serum from

at least 10 adult rattlesnakes and 10 adult squirrels at each of

12 California locations (figure 1a), under California Department

of Fish and Wildlife permit SC-12027 and using approved pro-

cedures described in Ohio State University IACUC protocol

2012A00000015. Rattlesnakes were located by visual search and

venom was extracted and frozen. Adult ground squirrels were

captured with live traps and a blood sample collected and

serum frozen.

Ten venom and 10 serum samples from each location were

used in our local adaptation tests. Each rattlesnake was randomly

paired with 12 ground squirrels; one sympatric squirrel and one

squirrel from each of the 11 allopatric sites. Since there were 10

squirrels collected from every population, each of the 10 individual

snakes was tested with a unique squirrel from each population,

yielding 1440 unique combinations of snake and squirrel in our

dataset. We used the method of Biardi et al. [18] to measure

SVMP activity and inhibition by O. beecheyi serum (see the elec-

tronic supplementary material for detailed protocols). Briefly,

metalloproteinase enzymatic activity was measured using the

EnzChek Gelatinase Kit (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA).

We followed product protocols, except that the gelatin substrate

was diluted to a concentration of 1 : 100 and 0.3125 ng of venom

was used in each test. We measured fluorescence intensity in rela-

tive fluorescence units (RFU) every 1.5 min using a FLUOstar

Omega microplate reader (BMG Labtech, Ortenberg, Germany).

We calculated the slope (RFU min21) from the linear part of the

reaction, which we used as our measure of venom SVMP activity.

Larger slopes indicate that the venom is degrading the substrate

more quickly, and hence that it is more effective.

Serum-to-venom binding scores calculated during previous

work in this system were strongly correlated with venom lethal

dose measurements in live ground squirrels [28], suggesting a

direct link between levels of serum-based inhibition of venom

activity and the fitness outcomes of envenomation for both

species. Therefore, determining the reduction in SVMP activity

when squirrel venom inhibitors are present provides a functional

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 1. (a) Map of California marking the 12 sites where rattlesnake venom and ground squirrel blood serum were collected. Circles indicate a site greater than
400 m in elevation, while triangles indicate a site that is less than 400 m in elevation. Scatterplots show site elevation versus the (b) mean baseline snake venom
metalloproteinase (SVMP) activity (RFU min21) of 10 rattlesnakes collected from each site and (c) mean resistance (% inhibition of SVMP activity compared with a
snake’s baseline activity) of 10 ground squirrels collected from each site. One standard error of the mean is shown for each population. (Online version in colour.)
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measure of a snake–squirrel interaction at the molecular level

with a probable link to the fitness outcomes of a snake–squirrel

interaction in nature.

To do this, we first calculated baseline SVMP activity for each

snake by testing the venom by itself. Next, we calculated the

difference in SVMP activity between the baseline measure and

the SVMP activity when venom was incubated with O. beecheyi
serum for 30 min, yielding the amount of SVMP activity lost to

an individual squirrel’s serum inhibitors for each snake individ-

ual. Serum samples were first diluted to 5 mg ml21 and then

incubated with individual venom samples, and their activity

measured (see the electronic supplementary material). More

negative values of inhibition indicate a larger loss of rattlesnake

venom activity when squirrel serum is present. In a biological

sense, SVMPs injected into a squirrel are acting on target tissues

and avoiding inhibitors, so more positive values (less reduction

from baseline activity) would be advantageous to the snake.
(b) Detecting geographical variation in predator and
prey performance

We assessed the presence and pattern of geographical variation

in the venom and resistance phenotypes using one-way analysis

of variance (ANOVA) with population of origin as the factor. Resist-

ance was defined as above and separately as per cent reduction from

baseline venom activity for interpretability. Because there are only

10 snakes and squirrels per population, and 66 possible pairwise

comparisons between population-mean values for the above

variables, we present the post hoc comparisons of population aver-

age phenotypes as protected Fisher’s least significant differences.

The SVMP activity of C. o. oreganus is hypothesized to be affected

by a trade-off between lethal toxicity and general proteolytic activity

of venom possibly mediated by temperature or seasonality at a site

[27]. Further, O. beecheyi are thought to be less resistant at higher

elevations [29]. As such, we explored the possibility that elevation

influences both SVMP activity and squirrel resistance. We estimated
the elevation of a particular site in ArcMap v. 10.2 (ESRI) as the cen-

troid of a minimum convex polygon encompassing all points from

which individual snakes were captured at that site. We used these

elevation values in linear regressions on the average baseline

venom SVMP activity and average squirrel resistance value at each

site; fully factorial multiple regression exploring relationships

among SVMP activity, resistance and elevation resulted in all

relationships being non-significant due to combined lack of power

and collinearity between predictors, so we present these analyses

as separate linear models.
(c) Testing for local adaptation
Recent theoretical work on the detection of local adaptation has

highlighted the importance of assessing organismal performance

in allopatry in the context of relevant environmental variation

[19]. Owing to the significant relationships we found between

elevation and both SVMP activity and resistance levels (see

Results), we partitioned our allopatric combinations of venom

and serum based on elevation [19]. We used the median site

elevation (422 m.a.s.l.) to designate six high and six low elevation

sites. Specific snake–squirrel pairings were then designated as

sympatric, allopatric-same elevation (AS) or allopatric-different

elevation (AD; figure 2). The AS designation meant the snake–

squirrel comparison was between two high elevation sites or

two low elevation sites, whereas the AD designation meant the

comparison was between a snake and squirrel collected at differ-

ent elevations (snake low versus squirrel high or snake high

versus squirrel low). This ‘comparison type’ term partitions

any contribution of local adaptation in SVMP activity into a por-

tion related to local adaptation at high or low elevation, and a

portion attributable to other unknown factors [19,30].

We fit a linear mixed-effects model (LMM) with resistance as

the response variable to test for local adaptation [19,20]. Fixed

main effects in the full model included snake elevation type

(SnElev), squirrel elevation type (SqElev), snake population of

origin nested within SnElev (SnPop), squirrel population of origin
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nested within SqElev (SqPop) and our elevation-partitioned local

adaptation term, comparison type (S–AS–AD). In addition,

snake individual nested within SnPop, and squirrel individual

nested within SqPop, were included as random factors to account

for the fact that each snake and squirrel individual was used in

12 comparisons. Dunn–Sidak adjusted p-values were used to com-

pare the model-estimated marginal mean resistance values

between S, AS and AD combinations. Larger (more positive)

values in sympatric comparisons would show local adaptation of

rattlesnakes, whereas smaller (more negative) values in sympatry

would indicate local adaptation of ground squirrels.

Finally, we visualized the population-level pattern of perform-

ance in sympatric and allopatric populations of snakes or squirrels

to determine which sites showed patterns consistent with local

adaptation by comparing performance in sympatry versus allopa-

try (AS and AD) for each population. We took advantage of the fact

that the same individual snake or squirrel was used in multiple

functional tests, making our study analogous to a paired or

repeated measures design and allowing us to derive a ‘venom

deviation score’ for each snake–squirrel combination. The

venom deviation score was calculated as the amount that a focal

squirrel individual caused a particular snake individual to deviate

from its average performance against all squirrels. This approach

controls for the large main effect differences among individual

snakes, and therefore, the populations they are nested within, by

measuring performance as the deviation from an individual

snake’s average performance. Further, since one squirrel popu-

lation could be analysed at a time, main effects of squirrel

population are also factored out, resulting in a value for an individ-

ual snake’s venom deviation score in sympatry (one value), in all

AD comparisons (six values) and in all AS comparisons (five

values). For each snake individual, we then subtracted the mean

venom deviation scores of all AD and AS comparisons from its

sympatric value, generating values for the difference in perform-

ance in sympatry versus allopatric sites.
3. Results
(a) Geographical variation in venom activity and

resistance
We detected extensive among-population variation in both

the venom activity of snakes and the capacity to inhibit
venom in squirrels. The baseline SVMP activity of venoms

varied among rattlesnake populations, with threefold differ-

ences between the least and most enzymatically active

populations (one-way ANOVA, F11,119 ¼ 5.49, p , 0.001,

R2 ¼ 0.36). Venom activity was reduced by 27%, on average,

by the ratio of venom to serum used in our experiments. We

found variation in resistance in ground squirrels in both an

absolute sense, the average RFU min21 of SVMP activity a

venom lost in the presence of a given serum (F11,119 ¼ 3.08,

p , 0.001, R2 ¼ 0.24), and as a percentage reduction in

SVMP activity (F11,119 ¼ 2.7, p ¼ 0.004, R2 ¼ 0.22). There

was threefold variation in the average amount of SVMP

activity lost to particular squirrel populations. On average,

squirrels from the mountains of Humboldt County were

least resistant, only causing a 10.8% reduction in venom

activity, while squirrels from Vandenberg A.F.B. on the

coast and the Sutter Buttes in the northern Sacramento

River Valley inhibited venoms by nearly 36% (electronic

supplementary material, table S1).

A large amount of the site-to-site variation in venom

SVMP activity was predicted by linear regression on

the elevation of a site, where population average SVMP activity

was higher at higher site elevation (T ¼ 4.24, df ¼ 10, p ¼ 0.002,

R2 ¼ 64.3%, b ¼ 0.73, figure 1b). The population average resist-

ance values of ground squirrels were also related to elevation,

with squirrels from low elevations having serum better at

inhibiting venom (T ¼ –2.81, df ¼ 10, p ¼ 0.018, R2 ¼ 44.2%,

b ¼ –0.00023, figure 1c). Direct linear regression of average

squirrel resistance on average venom SVMP activity among

population yields a non-significant relationship ( p ¼ 0.12)

with a negative slope coefficient. While elevation is clearly an

important driver of both overall SVMP activity in snakes and

average ability to inhibit SVMPs in squirrels, our test for local

adaptation (below) models the change in SVMP activity to

test for interactions between snake and squirrel genotypes on

venom function (G � G interactions), which applies regardless

of baseline venom activity and the apparent environmental gra-

dient. Thus, the population average functional responses we

have measured can be correlated with elevation while local

adaptation of predator or prey can still exist, especially if differ-

ent venom or inhibitor isoforms or expression differences lead

to the same global average in function.
(b) Detecting local adaptation
We used our linear mixed model approach that factored

out population and environmental main effects to test for a

difference in performance in sympatric versus allopatric com-

binations of venom and serum [20]. This model was the best fit

to the data based on sample sized-corrected Akaike’s infor-

mation criterion, when compared with a series of other

models that treat local adaptation in alternative ways (e.g. com-

parisons of sympatry versus all allopatric comparisons or

consideration of geographical distance as a covariate, elec-

tronic supplementary material, table S2). We detected a

significant main effect of squirrel elevation (F1,107 ¼ 16.39,

p , 0.001) where squirrels originating in low elevation sites

(mean change ¼ 2199.7 RFU min21) were approximately

32% more resistant than those from high elevation sites

(mean change ¼ 2293.3 RFU min21). The elevation type

from which snakes originated had an impact on the amount

of SVMP activity they lost (low elevation mean ¼ 2228.6,

high elevation mean ¼ 2264.3, F1,107 ¼ 10.33, p ¼ 0.002).
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Table 1. Analysis of variance of change in snake venom metalloproteinase
activity in the presence of ground squirrel blood serum. Error mean squares
and degrees of freedom for elevation and population variables were
obtained via a linear combination of several terms using the Satterthwaite
approximation. Snake and squirrel population terms were nested within
elevation terms. Snake and squirrel ID terms were nested within population
terms. The S – AS – AD term is the local adaptation test: S, sympatric;
AS, allopatric-same elevation; AD, allopatric-different elevation. Significance
values are indicated with asterisks.

source d.f. F-value

SnElev 1 10.3*

SnElev error 107

SqElev 1 16.4***

SqElev error 107

SnPop (SnElev) 10 7.4***

SnPop error 107

SqPop (SqElev) 10 2.0*

SqPop error 107

snake ID (SnPop) 108 35.7***

squirrel ID (SqPop) 108 22.5***

S – AS – AD 2 13.5***

error 1199

*p , 0.05, p , 0.001, ***p , 0.0001.
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Figure 3. Local adaptation of rattlesnakes to overcoming ground squirrel
resistance shown as (a) model-estimated marginal mean changes (+1
s.e.) in SVMP activity in the presence of California ground squirrel serum
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(Online version in colour.)
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Both snake population and squirrel population of origin had

significant main effects on the amount of SVMP activity lost,

showing the existence of variation in the outcome of a

snake–squirrel interaction even when controlling for the

large general effects of site elevation (table 1). After variation

in these geographical factors was controlled for, the local adap-

tation term (S–AS–AD) was a significant predictor of the

amount of SVMP activity lost (table 1). Post hoc testing to deter-

mine whether snakes or squirrels were locally adapted showed

that the S and AS comparisons, where selection pressures may

be similar, were comparable in the magnitude of change in

baseline venom activity, while snakes lost approximately

10% more venom activity in the AD comparisons than in S or

AS trials (figure 3a). This indicates that C. o. oreganus is locally

adapted to overcoming the resistance of O. beecheyi in a way

that is structured by elevation, where snakes are locally

adapted to overcoming squirrel inhibitor proteins when

tested against an allopatric squirrel from a site that differs in

elevation. Venom deviation scores, the residual difference

from an individual snake’s average performance across all

squirrels, shows this pattern of local adaptation best: high

elevation snakes perform best with high elevation squirrels,

and low elevation snakes perform best with low elevation

squirrels (figure 3b).

A direct illustration of variation in the outcome of

interactions between snakes and squirrels comes from com-

parisons of the venom deviation scores across populations.

Consistent with the result of the overall analysis, in 10 of 12

populations, the mean value of the venom deviation score

was more positive when calculated as S minus AD than

when calculated as S minus AS, demonstrating environmen-

tally structured local adaptation in rattlesnakes (figure 4).

However, three sites (San Joaquin Experimental Range,
McLaughlin Reserve and Chico Creek) showed patterns

more consistent with local adaptation of ground squirrels to

inhibiting snake venoms (figure 4).
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4. Discussion
(a) Coevolution of molecular traits
In addition to the biological features of this system, the three-

fold variation in rattlesnake venom activity and squirrel

resistance across populations and local adaptation of snakes

to overcoming squirrel resistance provide support for a coevo-

lutionary interaction between rattlesnakes and squirrels that

varies across space due to a selection mosaic [31]. Nonetheless,

pattern alone does not provide direct evidence for coevolution

since other evolutionary forces can produce similar geographi-

cal patterns [8]. For example, local adaptation of rattlesnakes to

independently generated geographical variation in ground

squirrel resistance is a possible alternative to reciprocal coevo-

lutionary selection. Under this scenario, geographical variation

in squirrel resistance would be an evolutionary response to

selection independent of rattlesnakes, while rattlesnakes still

evolve local adaptation in response to selection from squirrels.

In other systems coevolution is supported when coevolu-

tionary cold spots with no reciprocal selection (e.g. areas

where one species is absent) are detected and the phenotype

in the present species differs from that in similar locations

where both species occur [2,3,9]. Cold spots appear to present

in this system: Poran et al. [30] assessed squirrel resistance in

the Great Central Valley of California, where snakes are rare.

These sites were all low in elevation (less than 100 m.a.s.l.),

and so based on the negative correlation between resistance

and elevation we have shown, these populations should be

highly resistant, if resistance was primarily determined by

site elevation. Instead, both venom resistance and the behav-

ioural response to a live rattlesnake [26] are reduced in

these Valley floor populations, indicating that the effect of

elevation on the squirrel resistance phenotype depends on

selection from rattlesnakes. The resistance phenotype in low

resistance Central Valley cold spots supports the presence of

a geographical mosaic of coevolutionary selection in this

system. Taken together the geographical patterns in venom,

resistance and behavioural traits all provide strong support

for our assumption that coevolution plays an important role

in the evolution of offensive and defensive traits in this preda-

tor and its prey, while more definitive proof would come from

further work which uses methods to partition the strength of

selection on venom and resistance traits [10,32].

(b) A role for phenotype matching
Our results identify phenotype matching as an important force

governing the coevolutionary interactions of rattlesnakes and

ground squirrels, because phenotype matching is the only

coevolutionary mechanism that can generate a signature of

local adaptation that is detectable in a reciprocal crossing

study [5,9,15]. In a statistical sense, among-population com-

parisons are dominated by population main effects during

arms race coevolution, leading to the least escalated popu-

lations always appearing locally adapted and the most

escalated populations always appearing locally maladapted.

On the other hand, phenotype matching through a ‘lock-and-

key’ mechanism of target recognition can generate populations

of snakes that show local adaptation when comparisons are

made between sympatric and allopatric pairs of the interacting

predator and prey, because the unique resistance phenotype of

each squirrel population represents a distinct adaptive peak for

the local snakes [15].
The role of arms race dynamics as a general mechanism for

generating spatial variation in snake venom and prey resist-

ance remains unclear. On one hand, some of the best-studied

cases of antagonistic arms races have shown that these inter-

actions generate positive correlations between the trait values

of the interacting species [2,4,10]. We did not find such a corre-

lation between population-level measures of SVMP activity in

snakes and SVMP resistance in squirrels. However, theoretical

work suggests that regression analysis of phenotype values is

not a strong test of the arms race hypothesis, as there is only

a weak expectation for arms races to generate positively corre-

lated trait means under strong coevolutionary selection [33].

Furthermore, our data are based on a functional interaction

(enzyme activities and their inhibition) that closely matches

the mechanism envisioned for phenotype matching (see

below; [16,17]). By contrast, the concentrations of SVMPs and

their inhibitors may only be loosely related to our enzymatic

measures if various isoforms of these proteins have different

activities, a result that has been confirmed for the SVMPs of

other pitvipers [34]. Concentrations of venom proteins and

their inhibitors may better fit the arms race model and would

be a logical next place to search for signs of an arms race

mediated by a phenotypic differences mechanism involving

venom and resistance.

The implication that phenotype matching influences the fit-

ness outcomes of an interaction between venomous and

resistant species is a key step in explaining patterns of diversi-

fication in this coevolving system. We suggest that interactions

between venom and resistance molecules studied here are ana-

logous to the targeted recognition or gene-for-gene coevolution

seen with innate immunity to pathogens, which is a form of

coevolution governed by phenotype matching [14]. This expla-

nation is consistent with our understanding of the mechanism

by which these proteins interact: resistance molecules in prey

bind and inactivate venom protein targets, whereas the

venom must bypass these molecules to be effective, which is

similar to pathogens evading the immune system [16]. Tar-

geted binding of inhibitors and the evolution of molecular

mechanisms by which venom overcomes resistance requires

complexity in the molecular underpinnings of both the

venom and resistance phenotypes (e.g. allelic variation). Con-

sistent with this idea, multiple SVMP isoforms exist within

individual C. o. oreganus [27]. By contrast, the level of variation

at O. beecheyi resistance loci is unknown although the small

number of resistance proteins identified to date suggests that

if genetically based variation is present, it is likely limited

[17]. Phenotype matching, compared with arms races, is

more likely to promote phenotypic diversification among

populations [35], so may better explain the high levels of intras-

pecific variation observed in snake venoms [27,36].
(c) The predator is ahead
Rattlesnakes appear to be ahead in the coevolving interactions

involving SVMPs and their inhibitors, because venom, and not

resistance, showed a pattern of local adaptation in our recipro-

cal crossing study [19]. Predator local adaptation is unexpected

given the potential asymmetry in selection intensity and

evolvability between predator and prey, as summarized in

the Life–Dinner Principle [37]. Prey are expected to be under

stronger selection because being eaten entails a higher fitness

cost than missing a meal, and because they are in general

expected to evolve more rapidly due to higher reproductive

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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rates. The life-history characteristics of rattlesnakes and squir-

rels match these expectations: O. beecheyi reproduce annually

beginning in their second year and live to around 5 years of

age [38], while rattlesnakes reproduce semi-annually after

their third year, and have a maximum lifespan of 20 years or

older [22]. Yet, despite these demographic differences snakes

are evolutionarily ahead of their prey at least for the molecular

interaction we characterized. This pattern has also been found

in other antagonistic interactions: predatory garter snakes are

ahead in the arms race dynamic occurring with their toxic

newt prey [4], while pipefish hosts are ahead of Vibrio bacterial

parasites despite generation times that differ by many orders of

magnitude [21]. Our results support Abrams’ [39] suggestion

that the outcome of antagonistic coevolution in predator–

prey systems will be a product of ecological and evolutionary

factors specific to each system and cannot be predicted from

general concepts such as the Life–Dinner Principle.

Two such factors that theoretical and empirical studies

emphasize are relative levels of gene flow of the interacting

species and the genetic architecture of the key traits mediat-

ing the interaction [40,41]. In host–parasite systems, the

‘winner’ in a coevolutionary interaction is often the species

with higher gene flow, as higher migration can facilitate more

rapid adaption due to the increased spread of evolutionarily

advantageous alleles [40]. Population genetic studies of con-

generic species suggest that ground squirrels show higher

levels of genetic structure than Crotalus rattlesnakes [42,43],

which is consistent with the prediction that the winning partner

will experience greater levels of gene flow, but this remains to be

documented for the species studied here.

The architecture of key traits at the phenotypic interface of

the interaction may also influence whether predators or prey

are ahead [44]. In particular, the participant with traits that

are less evolutionarily constrained or have a more evolvable

genetic architecture may be at an advantage [44]. Both evolva-

bility and constraint were invoked to explain why garter snakes

outpaced newts in their tetrodotoxin-based arms race: single-

nucleotide substitutions can have large effects on snake resist-

ance, while bio-availability of toxin precursors may constrain

newt toxicity levels [4]. Venom is a modular phenotype con-

tained in a secretory venom gland [45], so it may be more

evolvable than the blood-based inhibitor proteins of ground

squirrels, which could interact pleiotropically with other phys-

iological processes, constraining their ability to respond over

evolutionary timescale to changes in venom. We emphasize

that our results to date only involve snake SVMP proteins

and their inhibitors in squirrels. Whether similar patterns

occur for the coevolutionary dynamics of other venom pro-

teins, such as the serine protease and phospholipase A2

proteins to which ground squirrels may be resistant, is an

important direction for future work.
(d) Environmental effects on coevolution
Local adaptation can be missed if the geographical location of

study sites is not congruent with the scale at which local adap-

tation occurs, or if variable selection from other sources (e.g. the

abiotic environment) among allopatric sites leads to large var-

iance in the outcomes of allopatric tests [19]. In our system,

controlling for elevation through comparisons of snake–

squirrel populations at the same (AS) versus different (AD)

elevations was essential to detecting local adaptation of rattle-

snake venom to squirrel resistance. Not doing so leads to
much larger variance in allopatric comparisons and a difference

between sympatric and allopatric performance of venom that is

marginally non-significant (electronic supplementary material,

table S2). This result adds to a growing body of work that

identifies environmental differences associated with elevation

as key influences on the selection mosaic in coevolutionary sys-

tems, such as newts and garter snakes [46], and camellias and

weevils [3]. More broadly, our study highlights the need to

understand the environmental context of variation in traits

involved in species interactions when interpreting their

evolutionary history.

Hypoxic conditions at higher elevations are one candidate

for the environmental cause of a selection mosaic acting on rat-

tlesnakes and ground squirrels. Mammalian serum albumins

are non-specific inhibitors of rattlesnake venom activity [47]

that are reduced in abundance in some mammals at high

elevations to compensate for increased haematocrit [48].

Thus, reduced expression in non-specific protein binding

agents like albumin may account for the substantial reduction

in the venom-inhibitory capacity of high elevation squirrel

serum (the squirrel elevation main effect), with isoforms of

alpha-1-antitrypsin involved in the remaining variation to

which snakes have become locally adapted. Identifying the

physiological underpinnings of elevational differences in

resistance, and how these may lead to variable coevolutionary

selection between snakes and squirrels, are promising avenues

for future work.
5. Conclusion
Our study demonstrates the value of using local adaptation

studies to assess the coevolutionary mechanism that is respon-

sible for trait variation at the molecular level in venomous

animals and their resistant prey. We used this approach to

draw the novel conclusion that phenotype matching is a

driver of coevolution between venom and resistance traits

involved in a rattlesnake–prey interaction. We also show that

despite biological differences between snakes and squirrels

that favour squirrels winning the interaction, snakes appear

to be evolutionarily ahead of their prey. The evolutionarily

labile venom phenotype, combined with phenotype matching

and its propensity to promote diversification [35], may provide

a mechanism by which coevolution generates biologically and

medically important diversity in animal venoms.
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